Your guide to
getting started

Hello...
Everyone is talking about it, everyone seems to be on it. It’s changed
the way we talk to our friends, find information, the way we do
business, get recommendations for a plumber and also how we
present ourselves publicly. It’s one of the most effective communication
tools out there and it’s available to for anyone to use - including you!
As one of our Laughing Buddha clients we want you to get the best
out of your online presence and that’s why we’ve created this step-bystep guide to using social media. In this booklet we’ll give you the tips
and knowledge required, so you can create your own content and
understand what makes an effective online strategy.
This guide is meant to help you navigate through the geeky glossary of
technical terms and techniques and aims to explain how to get the
best out of them in an easy, no-nonsense, jargon free way.
Of course, the world of digital changes rapidly and sometimes
information can become out of date. We aim to update this regularly
but if you have any queries, just get in touch.
See you online!
The Buddha.

However, deciding the purpose of your online presence will be
the most important decision you make. You attract fans because
of the work you do, but to become a powerful online commodity
and reap the rewards, you will have to give them a further
reason for them to listen to you.
The content you produce has to be part of a bigger strategy
you develop with either Laughing Buddha or your management
team. Successful public figures go beyond just talking about
themselves, they talk about the issues they support and care
about, their own passions or business interests and even use it
to try out new material and allow their fans to feel a part of their
success.
The more creative you are with social media, the more
interesting you’ll become. Not only will you raise your profile but it
could also open up a number of opportunities which could
further your career and strengthen your reputation in the
process.
So let’s get started.

Why Be On Social Media?

The question we get asked the most is “Why should I be on
Facebook or Twitter?” and hopefully you’ve realised how social
media could benefit you.

Having a blog is perfect for someone who loves to write, however,
if you’re more visual person and loath writing then perhaps a photo
blogging site like Pinterest or Instagram would suit you better.
Twitter is short and sweet but needs daily commitment, so does
your busy lifestyle support this?
When you’re buying clothes, there are plenty of popular brand
names and styles out there to chose from, but ultimately you’re
going to be the one who has to feel comfortable wearing it every
day. Likewise, don’t feel compelled to be on every network just
because it’s in fashion. Choose your social media in the same way
you would choose your wardrobe!
Try them out, you might be surprised to discover which ones you
prefer and end up being quite addicted to some of them!

Choosing What’s Right For You.

Choosing the right platforms that work for you is the first step and
Laughing Buddha may have helped you make this decision.

Many people and brands fall into the trap of wanting to dictate
what’s said about them, but much like the real world, as well as
praise and adoration we also sometimes get a little criticism or
negativity along the way. Social media brings this to the forefront,
so be prepared for this, listen to your online audience and
respond to it in the professional and positive manner you would
with any other traditional forms of publicity or promotion.

A Fan’s Forum.

It’s worth keeping in mind social media is your fans forum to
talk about you and you will have to give up an element of
control, as they will let you know what interests them, by what
they comment on, tweet, like or share. We call this
‘engagement’ and social media geeks like ourselves use this
word a lot. It’s the key to online success (and it makes us sound
like experts!)

2. OFFER VALUE Your fans are offering you their loyalty and
attention and have a short attention span, so reward them with
exclusive news and access they can’t get anywhere else and
keep it short and sweet, they’re not journalists who need a
lengthy formal press release.
3. BE RESPONSIVE Don’t broadcast. Start a conversation.
Every time you post, respond to the feedback you get. Social
media is not just about being Frank Sinatra and “spreading the
news”, it’s about developing a relationship and listening. When
you post something, phrase it as a question and make sure
you reply to any questions to keep the conversation flowing.
4. ENTERTAIN Content that’s popular and goes viral online is
usually either educational, funny or aspirational in some way.
Look at what you’re about to post and if it doesn’t get you
excited, it’s probably not going to thrill anyone else either.

Four Simple Rules To Follow.

1. BE RELEVANT Ensure your content is topical, up-to-date,
regular and personal. Be strategic and share content that
allows you subtly steer the conversation around to your own
news and information. Posts out of the blue may feel a bit
random or a little forced, so you want to avoid any ‘hard-sell’ if
you want genuine word-of-mouth to develop.

Over the year, my sister writes down a list in advance of the
presents people could buy her for Christmas. I, on the other
hand, never think that far ahead. Come December, she gets
exactly what she wants, whereas I always suggest half-baked
ideas to my family and not really getting what I want.
It pays to be organised.
CREATE A SCHEDULE
If you’re a busy person and not using someone like Laughing
Buddha to look after your day-to-day social media management,
the secret is to create a schedule in advance which is both easy
and realistic to maintain. It may take some time to figure out what
works best for you, how and when, but planning ahead and
establishing a simple time table of activity will ensure your initial
enthusiasm doesn’t fizzle out and ensure you’re always on top of
things.
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Making Time.

The one thing most people underestimate with social media is
how incredibly time consuming it can be. It’s like a hungry child
which needs to be fed all the time. Looking after a Facebook
Page, Twitter Account, Blog and possibly a variety of other
platforms can become overwhelming and quickly turn into a real
chore.

On the spot posting is just as daunting as planning a month’s
worth of content, yet somehow thinking ahead by one week
isn’t. Knowing when to post certain types of news will give you a
personal deadline and your fans used to a regular format.
Use your schedule to think ahead rather than being reactionary.
Ad-hoc posts will then no longer be the basis of your content
but actually fill in the gaps to a much stronger timetable of
content.

Making Time.

PLAN A WEEK IN ADVANCE

Be prepared to put in the ground work before you start seeing a
return on your commitment though. You have to be patient with
social media, but once you’ve found your audience and they
begin to perceive value from following you, that’s when you’ll start
reaping the rewards.
Over time, you will see how popular certain content is and adapt
your schedule accordingly.

BUDDHA SAYS: Start off with 2-3 posts
a day, 5 days a week. Post different
times of the day to see what works.
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1. AUDIENCE. Know who your ideal audience is will help reach out to
them effectively and develop long-lasting relationships.
2. GOALS. Have a clear purpose for your social media channels and
set long-term goals for where you want to be eventually.
3. TONE OF VOICE. Develop a friendly, approachable personality
online that’s right for you and your audience.
4. RESOURCES. Secure a network of creatives and contacts who will
help you create content on a regular basis.
5. ASSETS. Decide what you will use as regular content and if you
have to originate any of it.

5 Points Before You Start.

Before you begin, have a plan in mind and set yourself up, so you know
you’ll be consistent rather than posting with no clear direction or
purpose. This is where most people and brands go wrong and asking
these questions will help decide what you need armour yourself with.

Unlike traditional PR and marketing, social media is responsive,
which means your fans can answer back and tell you what they
want they want to hear. It’s a two-way conversation, much like a
telephone call and this can be difficult to handle at first, but it can
become a powerful tool to have at your side if you use it correctly.
Knowing the types of people you attract and what topics of
conversation motivates them to follow you is key to understanding
how to formulate your message.
Imagine walking into a cocktail party, you can’t just have the same
type of conversation with everyone in the room and hope they’ll all
find you interesting. Everyone is different and will be drawn to
different aspects of your conversation. Treat online in the same way.

Who Are You Talking To?

Back in the day, the only time you would ever speak out as a public
figure or brand would be in interviews or through statements issued
through your agent or publicist. Digital has changed how
information can now reach us and who dispenses it.

BUDDHA SAYS: Tailor your content, find
out what appeals to your most active fans.

Age. Are you popular with certain age groups?
Gender. Do you appeal more to men or women?
Location. Where do the majority of your fans live?
Interests. Do they have similar interests beyond you and your industry?
Relationship Status. Are they single, married or have children?
Education. Are most college or university educated in a particular field?

Who Are You Talking To?

Your social media platforms will help you discover who you are talking to
and Laughing Buddha can help you interpret demographic information
you build up over time. Start a drawing a mental picture of what your
typical fan might be like and then you’ll have an idea how to reach out to
them and what to talk about:

Income. Are they affluent or frugal with their money?
Interests. What similar interests do they have in common?
Dislikes. Is there anything they particularly don’t like?

BUDDHA SAYS: You can find out more about
who your audience is via your Facebook Insights.

Ask yourself these questions:
What will my social channels look like in 12 months?
What will my audience think of my social channels?
How many online Fans do I want to aim for?
What will be the main driving topic of conversation?
With these answers in mind, consider what you’ll have to do and the
environment and tools that will help you get there. Will you have to
invest in creating a website, online shop, photographer or have prizes
at your disposal to give away? Will you need to spend money on
promoting key events, competitions and news offline and online? What
impact and reputation do you want to have within your industry and are
you able to support this?
Start off with a 12 month plan - it could be some simple bullet points
initially and then work your way back and identify key calendar dates
you can generate buzz around to help you achieve your end goal.

What Are Your Goals?

Think bigger than just metrics and making money, otherwise people will
see straight through you. What is your end goal beyond this:
awareness, customer service, driving e-commerce or establishing a
destination for loyal fans? Take a look at competitor’s social media
channels and ask what they are doing right and wrong, and then draw
inspiration from them and decide what you could do better.

You can’t create conversation out of thin air, so finding a cost-effective way
of producing content for your social channels is important element to get
right. There maybe plenty of information out there created by other people
to share but to establish yourself as someone of worthy of following, you’ll
have to think about how you can make your own news interesting and
entertaining. You may have to call upon the skills of various people:
Photographers
Designers
Developers
Producers (Video / Music)
Promotional Partners
Editors/Writers
Remember, creative talent doesn’t have to cost a fortune and the most
important thing for a successful content strategy is to keep your
messaging simple and clear. Make a list and prioritise what needs to be
done first and what you think will get you the most engagement. Decide
what articles, websites, news and types of content you think your ideal
audience would like to see and build up from this.
Trialling different types of content initially will give you an indication what
audiences like the most and from this, you can invest more time eventually
more money in developing content that works for you.

Resources & Assets.

Sometimes finding content for social media is like feeding a dog that’s
always hungry. If you’re not too careful, you could tire very quickly and end
up resenting the very tools you once loved to communicating through.

People only share content online as they want to be associated
with it and you want your online audience to say “I find this funny”,
“I’m excited about this”, “I believe in this too.” Ask yourself if your
content encourages people to think like this. If your honest reply is
a “No”, then you may have to rethink how you present it. Looking
at people you like to follow is a great way of figuring out what you’d
like to do with your online presence. How regularly do they post?
Are they insightful, funny or friendly? Do they offer competitions or
useful information you love sharing? You want fans to RAVE about
your content:
R is for Regular. The radio station I listen to every morning
schedules items at specific times. I know exactly when to
expect my favourite part of the show and it becomes a part
of my morning routine. Find things you love doing every week
that offers insight into your life and career like: writing a diary,
listening to music every morning, telling jokes, learning about
particular things. All these things could be turned into
content: Quote of the Week, Song of the Day, My Friday
Funny, A Backstage Video Diary, a Blog entry and so on.
Think about what days of the week or month specific types
of content could be posted and give them catchy headlines
like ‘CAPTION COMPETITION’, ‘TUESDAY TIPS’, ‘VIC’S
VIDEO VAULT’ allowing your online audience to familiarise
themselves with the structure of your news.

What Do I Post About?

WHAT DO I POST ABOUT?

Allow your fan base to feel connected to you. Reply to
questions, say thank you, describe your day, offer a brief
snapshot of your personal life, record a video message to
fans, do a Q&A or simply sign off your posts in a particular
way.
V is for Varied. It’s very easy to fall into the trap of
habitually posting the same type of content. People get
bored of seeing the same type of information time after
time, so mix it up a bit. Again, think of that cocktail party
conversation - no one wants to be standing next to the
person who drones on about the same thing all evening!
E is for Expand. Don’t just talk about yourself as you’ll run
out of things to say pretty quickly, and besides, no one is
that interesting. If you find external news and content that
makes you laugh, moves you, that you are also passionate
about - share it with your fans.

What Do I Post About?

A is for Authentic. You’d be surprised what a little bit of
personality will do for your online presence. This is your
chance to show your fans your personal side and that
doesn’t mean describing every waking moment of your day
or emotion you go through. It means getting off the PR
wagon sometimes and being human.

Using an API programme (Application Programme Interface) will
help view and organise your activity. Not exactly a catchy name we
admit, but they really do help! APIs are either web browser based
or available to download and have a variety of features from
viewing all your Feeds in one place to allowing you to scan for
keyword searches which allow you to pick up on conversations
that might be relevant to you.

Managing All Your Platforms.

At this point, you maybe wondering how anyone has the time to
manage all these online profiles? And to be fair, some clients have
so little time they choose us to look after it, but even they want to
know what’s going on and there are ways of monitoring everything
in one space without having to log into multiple websites and
launch a dozen applications.

BUDDHA SAYS: TweetDeck and Hootsuite
are two great APIs which are FREE and easy to
use and both have Mobile App versions too!

is the biggest social media network around

today and is great for publishing a variety of information to a
highly active audience. About 1.2 billion people to be precise.
You may already have a Personal Profile on Facebook but
looking after a Page is a little different. There are many features
you’ll recognise and others which are unique to Pages and
designed to help you learn about who you’re talking to in the
process.
Facebook can be a very competitive space for posting news.
After all, it’s primarily a socialising space where people want to
hear what from friends first and foremost, so brands and public
figures have to work a little harder to get noticed.
The average person likes over 70 Pages but gets to see only
12-16% of their selected Fan Page posts on their News Feed,
so it’s your responsibility to keep your content interesting as
possible.

Facebook.

Facebook

Quality not quantity.

Facebook.

You may think Facebook posts appear chronologically, in fact
they’re also rated on the amount of comments, likes and shares
they receive, how old they are and how relevant it is to the
individual viewing it. Facebook’s clever algorithms are behind why
you might see certain posts more often than others and miss
others entirely! This means the quality of your fan’s engagement is
more important than the number of fans you have. Why? Well,
think of it this way, you could have a 10,000 fans but if none of
them are talking about you and sharing your information with their
friends, then none of that essential word-of-mouth is happening.

No, we’re not talking about some vegetables you bought from a
supermarket. These are the two ways your posts can reach
fans. By spending money with Facebook you have the
opportunity to ensure your messages are seen by wider
audience, even by people who might not be a fan of your Page.
It’s also a great way of attracting new Likes in the process.
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Organic. Fans who see your posts in their News Feed or
visiting a Fan Page directly.
Paid. Through any Boosting or setting up any Facebook
advertising to promote your Page or key posts.

Facebook.

ORGANIC AND PAID REACH.

Keep posts short and sweet. People are more likely to comment or
like a post under 60 characters or less than read a big paragraph
of copy.
You can tag other Pages, People or Places when the opportunity
arises to increase your post’s exposure.

Facebook.

STATUS POSTS

PHOTO/VIDEO POSTS
Like a teenage bedroom full of posters, using photos or videos will
make your Fan Page more exciting to look at. Don’t forget you can
also tag people and places and date in your photos.
Most importantly schedule posts in advance using the ‘Clock’
icon to free up your time and do several posts in one go!

BUDDHA SAYS: Try posting during lunch hours
and commuting periods when people check their
social media networks to get the most exposure.

Great for promoting a special event so you can
invite Friends or Fans. They’re really easy to set up
and you can update or share them as and when
you need.
MILESTONE POSTS
You can establish key moments on your Timeline
like a significant role in your career, a wedding,
birth or even broken limb! Think of it as if you’re
using a highlighter pen to mark your CV or diary to
show what you think is important to fans and
industry peers.
BOOSTING POSTS
You can turn your posts into mini ads by boosting
them. You can decide who sees them, where
they live, their age and gender, even what
interests they might have. Set the how much you
want to spend and Facebook will tell you how
many people will see it

Facebook.

EVENT POSTS

A great way of extending your reach is to tag other official pages
or people. You can do this by inserting the ‘@‘ symbol and start
typing the name of the page or person you want to mention. A
drop down list will appear for you to choose from, which you can
then select from. Encourage others to do the same for you, so
you can be tagged in posts by any movie, play, location or
publication that may want to mention you.
When you post a website link, you even have the choice to
upload an alternative image and alter the automated copy.

Facebook.

TAGGING

Sharing is a big word in the social media world. If you find a post
or article that might be appropriate for your Fan Page, simply
click on the ‘Share’ option underneath to upload onto your Page.
You can also share external web pages that have Share widgets
(those little icons that sit under articles) which launch pop-up
windows so you can select where you’d like to post it and add
any additional comments.

Facebook.

SHARING

Facebook has two Mobile Apps one for regular use and one for
those who manage Pages. Both are available for smart phone
and tablet devices. Ideal for those who want to manage their
content when on the go. You can’t access as many of the tools
but these Apps still allow to do quite a lot and are continuously
being updated by Facebook.

Facebook.

FACEBOOK ON MOBILE

Your Control
Panel
Advertising

Fan Page Insights

TIMELINE

Cover Photo
Profile Pic
About
Tabs
Timeline Content

Getting To Know Your Page.

ADMIN PANEL

Top left-hand side is reserved for your most recent posts and any posts
you’ve decided to pin (more on that later).
Top right-hand side shows any friends who are also fans of the Page
and just below any fan interactions and posts the Page has been tagged in.

Your Timeline Content.

Underneath your Cover Photo and Tabs is where all your content lives.

Think of your Fan Page as one of those scrapbooks or cork
boards you use to have when you were younger. You made
features of certain things that mattered to you, move them round
your wall, right? It’s the same with Timeline.
COVER PHOTO
The Cover Photo is a great big space to let people they’ve come
to the right place and show yourself off. You create an image
which could promote your website addresses, a special offer or
a reminder arrow to ‘LIKE’ your Page etc.
Use it to showcase some great photography. Hover over the
Cover Photo area to upload a new image and reposition it until
it’s the way your like it.

Getting To Know Your Page.

TIMELINE

Keep this simple and don’t overload this area with information. It’s
always a good idea to put your most important information within
your ‘About’ field, like your website address or Twitter profile and
perhaps a brief description of who you are and what you do e.g.
”Welcome to the Official Fan Page of Actor Joe Bloggs
www.joebloggs.com” You can do this via the ‘Edit This Page’ menu
option at the top of the Page within the Admin Panel.
TABS
Below your Cover Photo sit your Tabs. ‘Photos’ will always feature
first and will always include ‘Likes’ but you’re free to move or delete
the rest and can add all sorts of other Tab Applications (or
Facebook Apps as we call them) with different functions and
features. For a full list of Tabs go to Admin Panel/Update Info/
Manage Apps. If Laughing Buddha has set you up then your
‘Welcome Tab’ will feature here.

Getting To Know Your Page.

ABOUT

BUDDHA SAYS: If you want to design your own
Cover Photo the dimensions are 851 x 315 pixels.

BUDDHA SAYS: Customising and branding your Tabs is a great way of
making you look official and professional to your fans and industry peers.

When you look after a Facebook Page you are called an
Administrator. Sounds like something from Star Wars but it’s really
not that sinister. You can access all sort of stuff from this menu bar
which will is only visible to you and other Admins of your Page.
INSIGHTS
Full of graphs, bar charts and figures! This is where you can learn
what types of fans you have, where they live, how old they are and
more. It will also tell you how popular posts are, how many likes,
comments you get over any period of time you chose.
THE ACTIVITY LOG
This is where you can see what activity has happened to your
Page and the posts you’ve scheduled in advance. You can
change the date or publish a saved post here but if you need to
edit an existing post you may need to delete and create your post
again.
MESSAGES
Fans can also send you a direct private message. This is a great
tool for competition notifications or if you want to take a
conversation off the main Page but not give out an personal email.

Getting To Know Your Page.

THE ADMIN PANEL

HIGHLIGHT. Make certain posts stand out by making them fill
the width of your timeline, therefore encouraging more
prominent.
PIN TO TOP Feature a post at the top of your Page for seven
days by selecting the ‘Pin To The Top’ option. Please note: you
can’t Highlight and Pin at the same time unfortunately.
HIDE FROM PAGE. Occasionally, you may want to tidy up
your Timeline but not delete a post as it already has a few likes or
comments via people’s Newsfeeds.
CHANGE DATE. Select a time to publish your post. This is
great for back dating old content.

Highlight. Pin. Hide. Date.

Posts can be promoted in various ways. Hovering over the top
right corner of any post allows you to do many things:

Decide what you want to get out of Facebook

2.

Know the difference between a Personal Profile and a Fan Page

3.

Be aware it can be time consuming

4.

Think of it less like a billboard and more like hosting a party

5.

Encourage discussion

6.

Vary your content

7.

Schedule your posts

8.

Acknowledge any negativity or criticism

9.

LISTEN and keep an open mind

10.

BE POSITIVE!

10 Facebook Tips.

1.

FACEBOOK ADVERTISING
Many people who start a Page usually begin with inviting their
friends and then struggle to increase their fan base when they
don’t promote it outside their circle of friends. This is where
Facebook Advertising can help. There is currently no other form
of online advertising which allows you to target your audience by
exact location, gender, age, interests and keywords. The
precise nature of this form of advertising means your budget is
only spent on talking to people who realistically interested in you
and not wasting your time with others.

Build An Audience.

The ‘Build An Audience’ menu will give you various options to
build your fan base through Facebook. Basic features including:
Invite Your Friends, Email Contacts, Share a Page or Create an
Advert. Advertising through Facebook can be quite confusing if
you’ve never done it before and you will need to set up an
account with an authorised credit card to do so. Laughing
Buddha can set these ads up for you or offer demonstrations
on how to do this.

BUDDHA SAYS: You can also turn
certain posts into adverts to promote
key news, events or competitions.

When you manage a Page you will have to option to promote it
through advertising, this is more advanced option than just
boosting posts and gives you more control over what you want
to get out of them and more targeting options. You can set ads
up by visiting www.facebook.com/ads/
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Other Facebook Advertising.

ADVANCED PAID ADVERTISING

Twitter is a micro-blogging tool anyone can sign up or subscribe to
which allows you to send a public message up to 140 characters
in length to a real-time feed. This may sound limiting but has a
certain appeal for those who prefer a simple format which is instant
and easy to use from any desktop or mobile phone.
Twitter also allows you to reach out and talk to people or brands
you may might not be able to talk to in real life but there are a few
drawbacks too, as it can be quite hard to make an impact
amongst the 1 billion active Twitter accounts online and 500 million
tweets happening every day.
Not to worry though, what you should be concentrating on is your
circle of Followers (people who chose to follow your profile). Again,
engagement is key and it’s important to remember your Followers
have their own Followers, there are other Twitter profiles who will
stumble upon your profile and you will also have a list of people
you follow. This is what we call your ‘circle of influence’ or Klout as
we geeks call it.
Twitter requires daily commitment to get the most of out it and
many beginners make the mistake of using it passively (basically
not talk to other users just follow). People like to know they’ve
been heard, so it’s important to make an effort to respond.

Twitter.

The second most popular social media network in the world.
Perfect for instant daily commentary and keeping up to date with
your favourite people and topical news as and when it happens.

Retweet is a like forwarding or sharing a tweet you like to your
friends. It’s an easy way of extending your circle of influence and
you can call out to your fans to ‘RT’ your news and hopefully
reach more people.
A Direct Message is a private message between two
profiles. No one can view this conversation and can only
happen between two profiles who follow each other.

BUDDHA SAYS: Typing ‘Please Retweet’ rather
than ‘Pls RT’ is more likely get a higher response!

Tweet. Retweet. Direct Message.

A Tweet is post. Remember these go out publicly and not just
to your Followers. You do not need to follow someone to read
their Twitter Feed so it’s really important to consider your post
could end up on the front page of a newspaper or quoted back
to you in an interview.

BUDDHA SAYS: Don’t make it a habit of
passing private information through this
function, as it’s very easy to accidentally
tweet rather than message someone.

Your profile username (or handle) is unique to you and has a ‘@‘
in front of it. This is how people can include you within their
tweets and how you can do the same in return. Think carefully
when considering what your username should be, as will be one
of the key ways for Followers to identify your Twitter profile as an
authentic source.

Twitter.

YOUR USERNAME

MENTIONS AND #HASHTAGS
Putting a @username at the start of your tweet is a way of
publicly sending a message to someone which will also appear
in their Twitter Feed. Inserting hashtags ‘#’ before keywords or
phrases enable your tweets to be picked up in searches. When
a lot of people start using the same keyword or phrase over a
period of time it is referred to as ‘trending’ e.g. becoming a hot
topic of conversation!

BUDDHA SAYS: Don’t use
too many hashtags - two max!

BUDDHA SAYS: The most famous hashtag is
#FF or Follow Friday where you can recommend
the favourite people you like to follow each week.

On the top of the Twitter’s menu bar, you will find three sections.
These are designed to help you keep you up to date on what
your Followers are saying via a live Twitter Feed (Home Page),
who is mentioning you or talking to you directly (Connect) or find
out what the top stories and conversations are happening right
now (Discover).
VERIFIED ACCOUNTS
If you are a recognised public figure you can apply for your Twitter
account to be verified. This is little blue badge sits next to your
profile name and helps Followers identify an authentic Twitter
account amongst the many fan-run or impostor profiles that
maybe out there.
You will need some form of formal ID and an official email address
to do this. Some accounts can be verified without notice by
Head Office if you have an established a profile and have gain a
substantial number of fans to confirm you are in fact genuine.

Twitter.

HOME. CONNECT. DISCOVER.

A great way to encourage interaction is to include links to a
YouTube video, photo or website link. If your Tweet features one
of these URLs it will automatically get shortened by Twitter into
a http://t.co link ( only 19 characters long) although you can use
your own URL shortener to make them even smaller, some of
which also provide some basic tracking analytics, if you’re
intrigued to know who and how many people click on them.
Some social media APIs also offer a URL shortening function as
one of their many added features.

Links and Ads.

LINKS

ADVERTISING
Twitter now offers advertising via Promoted Tweets or Accounts.
Ads can be targeted and set up in a similar way to Facebook
Advertising at https://ads.twitter.com/

!
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BUDDHA SAYS: Schedule your tweets
during commuting times, breaks and evenings
when people are inclined to be online more

BUDDHA SAYS: Some of the most
popular shorteners are Google’s
goo.gl, bitly.com and tiny.cc

Twitter has an official App which can be downloaded onto most
smart phone and tablet devices but there many other types of
Twitter management Apps available that offer the same
functionality and even offer enhanced tools and features. The
official Twitter App offers all you need to get you started though.

Twitter on Mobile.

Most users Tweet from their mobile phone. The social media
network was originally designed to work via texting but the
platform has evolved radically since then,

Let the world know you’re now on Twitter

2.

Choose the right username so people can find you

3.

Follow people with similar interests to yourself to
widen and establish your audience

4.

Twitter is a conversation so talk to people

5.

Post regularly in order to make an impression

6.

Retweet - spread the word and pass it on

7.

Timing is everything - rush hour periods and lunch
times are the most popular times to tweet

8.

Be nice to people. Retweet their posts, respond to
questions, offer advice

9.

Use #hashtags so people can find your tweets
through popular keywords or phrases

10.

Always be positive and resist the urge to respond
to negative criticism or personal attacks

10 Twitter Tips.

1.

There are a variety of different blog platforms out there which are
relatively easy to set up and customise. Blogger, Typepad,
Wordpress and Tumblr are the most popular and many
website’s ‘News’ sections are in fact blogs built into the site to
boost search rankings in Google through regular content.
Most blogs are either journalistic in tone or written in a diary format.
Blog entries can range from being just text to combining photos,
videos, Q&As, downloads and more. It’s really up to you how you
use it and it’s a great way to improve your writing skills.

Blog. Blog. Blog.

Blogs are a great way to publish dedicated news to an audience
who are specifically interested in what you have to say. If your blog
gets a lot of attention you could end up selling ad space on it or
even getting a publishing deal!

Blog regularly - once a week or fortnight, more if possible

2.

Pose a question, give an opinion and leave food for thought

3.

Be interesting. Don’t ramble or repeat yourself

4.

Remember, unlike diaries, blogs are public and have to entertain

5.

Include photos and links to any references in your entry

6.

Invite people comment by ending your article with a question

7.

Don’t write essays - keep articles concise and to the point

8.

Establish a format and style to your writing

9.

Add a blog to your website to increase SEO

10.

Post blog entry links on your other social media platforms

10 Blogging Tips.

1.

!
!
Flickr is owned by Yahoo! and is one of the most popular forms
of photo blogging out there, as it is the only platform where you
can store photos online and legally retain the copyright and
usage to your published images. Unlike Twitter and other
networks who can profit from selling your images. If you love
high-res photos this is a great platform for you to publish
images.

!
!
!
Now owned by Facebook you can connect Instagram to your
Personal Profile or Fan Page and Twitter to provide additional
content. The funky filters help you look like a semi-professional
photographer and like Twitter, you also have Followers, the
option to tag your photos with hashtags and to ‘favourite’ other
people photos.

Say It With A Picture.

If you’re not a big fan of the idea of writing, you may prefer to
take photos instead and there a few social media networks
designed for just that purpose.

Google+ is Google’s rival to Facebook. It has a few additional
features that utilise the many Google products out there and any
content you post help boost your rankings via Google search.
The jury is out on whether this platform will succeed long-term
but it is verypopular with certain big brands, digital nerds and
international public figures from Madonna to The Muppets.

!
!
!
LinkedIn is a business-oriented social networking site that is
mainly used for professional networking. A great way for
connecting with business acquaintances past present and future
and for talking about your company achievements and most
significantly - job hunting.

Other Social Media.

!
!
!
!

The biggest video website in the world owned by Google and the
best platform to upload and share your videos. Select your
YouTube username carefully as you wont be able to change it
without creating a brand new Gmail account. There are other video
sites like Vimeo who does not allow commercial content so
popular with independent filmmakers, artists and designers.

!
!
!
One of the fastest growing social networks of 2011 which acts like
a big scrapbook of your favourite online found images. These ‘pins’
can be categorised into themed boards of your choice and very
popular with people who are more artistic or have a visual product
to promote. Many women like using it to create mood boards for
their wedding or home, designers can showcase their work and
marketing people are loving how easy it is to monetise by drawing
people back to your website from this platform. However, their
biggest issue is ensuring copyright over your images but Pinterest
are working on this and you are encouraged to credit sources.

Other Social Media.

!
!

Don’t just tell people what you’re doing, tell them where you’re
doing it. If your career involves you travelling across the world and
visiting different places, you might want to check-in and tell your
online audience where you are. It’s also a great way of getting
recommendations and reviews from other people of things to do
in the area.

!
!
!
!
The world’s largest online encyclopaedia run by public donations.
To create an article about yourself, you have to ensure it remains
factual and not self-promotional in any way. All information has to
be cross-referenced with source material otherwise they will reject
it or even delete it entirely. Worthwhile remembering anyone can
update an article so ensure it remains up to date with the the right
information once it’s published as many people including journalists
use Wikipedia to do their research on you.

Other Social Media.

!
!

Snapchat is the latest social media platform to attract the younger
generation who are bored of Facebook and Twitter. Send timed
video or photo messages with captions, either publicly or to
groups of specific friends or followers. It’s instant, disposable fun!

!
!
!
!
Want to raise money? Why not use a crowd funding site like
Kickstarter or indiegogo to do it! . By promising to deliver rewards
for certain levels of donation you over a set period, you could raise
enough money through friends and fans record an album,
produce a film, help cause through charitable campaign. As a
public figure it’s important not to appear greedy or beg, use this
platform correctly and it could give you the exposure and support
you need to do something fantastic.

Other Social Media.

!
!

The most important thing you can do when handling these
situations is to inform your management team as soon as
possible, so they can support you and help you respond in the
correct manner. There are a few basic rules you should follow:
Control the message and tell your story first
Release accurate information before anyone else can
Correct inaccurate information immediately
Monitor your social media platforms
Acknowledge criticism positively
Be open and honest with your audience
Don’t ignore the situation!

!
Google Alerts is a great way to monitor conversations about you
but if you feel a situation is out of your control then Laughing
Buddha also offers a range of services to help you.

Negative Online Publicity.

We all hope our experiences with social media are positive but
sometimes you may experience negative publicity or some form
of backlash you need to deal with quickly and efficiently.

You ‘PUBLISH’ not ‘POST’ online. Remember, there is a
distinction between your public and private space. Think twice,
before you hit that button.
Promote your social networks. Ensuring publicity teams
you work with include your social links in any PR you do and
feature your social media channels on your website and
business cards.
Twitter and Facebook is not your therapist. Keep
personal conversations, bad days, drunken moments and
desires to have your ego stroked for your real friends and family.
Copyright. Ensure you own or have permission to use the
content you post. Acknowledge sources to keep people happy.
Acknowledge criticism. Resist the temptation to censor
your fans. If you’re in the wrong, apologise and show remorse
but don’t linger on the subject and move the subject on.
Have fun and don’t be afraid to experiment. Like a pair
of shoes, you need to give yourself time to feel comfortable
using social media. See what works, what doesn’t and learn
from your successes as well as your mistakes.

SO REMEMBER...

BE POSITIVE! Don’t moan in real life or online. Respect your
peers and your audience, even the critical and negative ones.
Bite your tongue and walk away as comments are never as bad
as they seem the next day.

oﬀers digital & social media

strategy for any brand, organisation or individual
looking to establish or strengthen their online
presence.
We’ve been talking ‘digital’ for over 14 years,
successfully delivering integrated digital marketing &
publicity strategy within film, theatre, fashion,
television and various other industries.
Knowing how to communicate eﬀectively online using
the right platforms has never been more important
and lucky for you, the Buddha is here to help you.

!
!
info@laughingbuddhauk.com
facebook.com/laughingbuddhauk
twitter.com/richardlecocq
www.laughingbuddhauk.com

About Laughing Buddha.

Laughing Buddha

App – An application that performs a specific task on your smart phone or your computer.
The term “app” was popularised by Steve Jobs and Apple.
Alerts – Daily email notifications (usually sent by Google Alerts) that let you know when a
keyword or keyword phrase that you’ve selected is mentioned on the web. Perfect for people
trying to stay abreast of certain topics or online brand mentions.
Chat – One-to-one communication through a text-based chat application commonly referred
to as instant messaging.
Feed – A real time stream of news featured on the home page of your social media network.
HootSuite – HootSuite allows you to manage multiple Twitter profiles, pre-schedule tweets
and view metrics.
Like – Instead of writing a comment for a message or a status update, a Facebook user
can click the “Like” button as a quick way to show approval and share the message.
Organic - Web traffic that occurs through ‘natural’ search and web browsing.
RSS Feed – Really Simple Syndication is a system that generates frequently updated
information from a site (i.e. blog posts, online articles) to a dedicated feed or Mail programme.
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) – The process of improving the volume or quality of
traffic to a website from search engines via unpaid or organic search traffic.
Search Engine Marketing (SEM) – The form of Internet marketing that seeks to promote
websites by increasing their visibility in search engine result pages (SERPs).
Social Media – Online media designed to allow social interaction and the sharing of
information through a publishing platform.

Glossary.

Above the fold - Refers to the section of a web page that is visible to a visitor without the
need to scroll down.

TweetDeck – An application that connects users with contacts across Twitter, Facebook,
MySpace, LinkedIn and more.
Tweetup – A Tweetup is an organised or impromptu gathering of people who use Twitter.
Twitter Search – Twitter Search is a search engine operated by Twitter to search for Twitter
messages and users in real-time.
Video Blog – A blog that produces regular video content often around the same theme on
a daily or weekly basis.
Viral Marketing – Viral marketing refers to marketing techniques that use pre-existing social
networks to produce increases in brand awareness or to achieve other marketing objectives
through self-replicating viral processes.
Web Browser - A web browser is the application on your device you use to access the
internet e.g. Safari, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome etc.
Webinar – A webinar is used to conduct live meetings, training, or presentations via the
Internet.
Widget – A widget is an element of a graphical user interface that displays an information
arrangement changeable by the user, such as a window or text box.
Wiki – A wiki is a website that allows the easy creation and editing of any number of
interlinked web pages via a web browser, allowing for collaboration between users.

!

Glossary.

Traﬃc - The term to describe people who visit websites.
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